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Abstract :
Ve prove that the chlral symmetry of quantum chroroodynsralcs with
mossless quarks is unbroken In perturbation theory.
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Dimensional régularisa-

ts used.

The ratio of the

vector and e*xt«l vector ^normalization constance is shown to be independent
o* the rcnor&atr.sacion aiasa. The general result art explicitly verified to
four ci; order in

; ! the QCO coupling constant.
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(1)
In a recent paper, 0. Nachtiuann and W, Wetsel have claimed ta
demonstrate that chlral
perturbation.

SU(2) x SU(2)

is broken by the lowest order QCD

Thia result is very surprising and* If true» would have ma

ny implications.

At the very least

it would caat doubt on the widely used

method of dimensional régularisation and the associated definition of « "
(2)
on which they base their calculation
. He will show that, unfortunately,
their result is incorrect for rather uninteresting reasons ; namely : the
renormeliaation hsa not been done properly.
Their claim is based on a comparison of the vacuum polarization
diagrams for the vector and axial

-i-

vector currents.

^Vt^N^ •
<1)

Here

a

and

b

are isospin indices. Notice that only non-singlet

currents are considered so there are no anomalies and the quark

lines can be

followed continuously through the graph from one current to the other. Here
the graphs convergent. One could simply move the

fl^-

from one vertex to

the other ; in a mass leas theory, it would pass an even number nf (J-matrixes
before encountering and cancelling the other }L.

one could conclude that

V

7T = TT

»d

* Thus,

TT»o

However, î'ie graphs are not convergent and one conventionally proceeds by
regulating the theory. Hoat aethoda of regulating break the chiral aymmetry :
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the conventional Paull-Villars vectdr-current conserving regulation doea
and «o does the dimensional regulation used by Nachtmann and Wetael, This
is not necessarily a problem ; aa emphasized by Bogollubov and Shirkov
this may be compensaced for by the appropriate addition of counter-terms 'M
the Lagrangian. These counter-terma thenaelvea will neceaaarily violate
chlral symmetry.

In particular, ve muse expect that the vector and *txlal

vector vertex renormallaation Constanta

;2*jand 3?» " H I

o e

unequal,

(One detail :tfachtmannand Vetzel consider, Instead of the axial
vector vertex

«CKXP > • three index antisymmetric tensor

V V X L Î

permutations. As long as the indices refer to ordinary space-tine indice*,
which la the case here because the currenta couple externally only, chia ia
identical to the 't Hooft and Veltman definition

tf-

« \ ^

^ V

X

in

all dimensions
More precisely they conaider the Adler function

(5)

u>
These arc calculated up to second-order in QCD in the Landau gauge. To chie
order, In the gauge, the result la finite without any «normalisation and
They

obtain

(3)

The difference between these two forms the basis for their «lain that chiral
symmetry la broken already in lowest order perturbation theory. Of course,
they realise that (3) ia not sufficient to establish the result ; to this
order they arc Just multiples of one another. It is necacessary to examine
the

q

dependence and for this they use the renewal isation group equation.

However. It la no «ere coincidence that if we define C y a n d

H ^

malizing the vector and axial vector vertices ar the sane point
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by ; nor

H , then

{.*•

"Z,,

Z-

'

1

3 rF

u

(s)

,. ,
One would naturally think that the renormalired Adler function!
JS H
~ fcV A JJ •
«re 'he • approprlaie'quantltlee to compare.
Houever, Nachtmann and Wettel claim that they satisfy different renormaltzatlon group equations and ao evolve differently In q . The baela for this
dale) ia the aaaertion that

*- - * & * * * ° •
If <e) vere-o'-rccc, thei, surely Dr, and i ) ^ would have dlffeient q
dependence. They eatabllah (6) by differentiating (S) and conclude that

*

3

«?ir*- r

That thli la a flaw has been noticed Independently by I. AntonlaJ!»
:
because 6
it of order S ^ «hen a —» 4 It la essential to examine :he
singular pare of the 3
ter» m (S), Thus, one must real!y go to fourth
order In O.CD to establlah their clalei ; to order 3 , one can conclude
nothing.
Ve vould now like to outline a proof. In the dlKet.-lonal regule' rlsatlon achene, thet in laassless QCD the eonatanta JCy and £ ^ *
^'
aan so that the vecto; and axial vector vertex function far SU(2) x SU(l)
are "equal" to all orders ; I.e.
c

r -r v .
f
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n

o e

t

>0

- 5 -

(The isocopie indices will be suppressed , but remember this is rail for
flavor non-singlet currents). This is also stated to be true in ref l. Having established (7), one then shows in the same fashion that Z la Independent of K and so
v

* S O

(8)

to all orders in perturbation theory.
Because the Adler functions are superficially convergent, Eqg{7)
Implies immediately that
^a'V^ * ^ £ ^ '
.-^ > "
doubt one may have about their q dependencebeing different. Finally, to
have something very explicit, ve examine the coefficient of the Jk\ *?
tern in order â
. If Eq,(4) holds beyond second order, the coefficient
of this terra must be the sane in D
sod TT
while, according to Nachcamnn and Uetsel. it would be in the ratio of the coefficient of the S tecs.
We shall Rfce, of course, that the coefficient it che sane.
flnd

Ea

l a

c o

r e s C

a n v

v

for order
equations

The proof of S q . O ) proceeds by induction : assume ic to be true
in g. . Ic is obviously true for order 5 . Then use che

r ,
:r

p)

= 'a,*..

JS-C.SK

,

<9e)

a-cl
(9b)
This is written symbollically following Bjorkcn end Dtell
, only note that
the integral is in n-dimensions, S is the renormalited quark propagator and
K la the renormaUzed two particle irreducible quark-quark scattering kernel. This equation forma the basis for the induction proof because K
starts off in order $
and so J
is related CO
|
. I
% * *• *
by tills relation. The integrals in (9) are finite as IA-V V after one
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. 6 -

sub-traction by power counting because all subgraph renormalizatlom have
been done. Thus, TJjf'.fl -

T ^ (fk',?ê)

gent as **-*V.

««d

f„ and f*

for arbitrary fixed

^T-?

}

" "Ç^ftjftî

c

* * Riven by integrals conver-

But then theY -«lgebra can be done as If in 6-dinensio'ns

and, since there muat necessarily be an even number of ^-matrices occuring
on either aide of the vertex in any Feynman graph, in the maaalesa theory»
ve nay pass the Jfy to the left within the integral end obtain

the divergent part of the integral, aa h-*V, sniat be proportional to « L ^ ' L V
by power counting so one can fix the normalization condition

1^
by a Imp l y chasing

'ft',fcJ
*-*%/^.y,

=

^

'Pb'iP.J'r

BO this is true. Then E q . O ) follows. Inci-

dentally, ve have not required that the suh/.trsccion point here be in any
way related to the QCD subtraction point
mical to do BO.

H , but it clearly will be. econo-

Indeed, the points of normalisation Cor ' ^ end I

be different from each other ; in that case one would obtain J
where Z ' O

1

could

<a 2Lf<3* L**^"

is a non-trivial power series In 3 .

Now suppose that the normalization point for the vertices is chosen to be the QCD point, say
der

x

f

s

y

t (p-P'^

two different possible «normalization points

H

~

ft

•

fttld

consi-

and H* . All of the

changes in the internal QCD «normalization cancel out and Eq;(9) implies that

because each side is the given by convergent integrals and so the £ -algebra «iay be done using the 4-dimensional rules.
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But then from (7) we have

^£'..2«A)

,

7 -

vhene Z?

is independent of H

wnd.o'O

f

as stated in Eq.(S).

Finally, let us examine the contribution to **
(2)
order in ft using dimensional renormalfzation
method one simply

subtracts off the poles at

up to fourth

in Landau gauge»
n • 4

which occur

In this
in the

Green's functions rather than fixing their values at some point.

As wt have
2

seen, in zeroth and second order the results are Independent of

q

and

for us the important question is the coefficient o£ J^ ?/,** in fourth order.
The constant term in fourth order can be chanted by finite «normalization,
%

but the coefficient oc A*,% fo cannot because the second order tern is cons
tant* ( ***" la the scale parameter Introduced in the dimensional renormalleation method),
VA
Because of rhe derivative in Eq,(2) , ^ ' are superficially
convergent and there are no overlapping divergence problems. Graphs contai
ning only quark self-energy insertions are renormalized to be finite indepen
dently of whether a vector or axial vector vertex appears, so the only graphs
which can conceivably contribute differently to £)

and

\)

a^e those con

taining a vertex Insertion»

To this order, these are one or two bop
grapha
(2)
and have been shown by *t Kooft and Veltman
Co be the sum of harmless po
les at n -4 plus a convergent part.
•
at

n - 4

In general, the oue loop vertex insertion contains a aimpie pole
. In Landau gauge this la multiplied by • factor

n - 4

leading

to a constant whioh is different for vectorrand axial vector insertions.
the pole piece one obtains

P»le
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Froa

8

<o

A

«TT *

VIT* /* *
<llb>

Because these «re finite. In the dimensional renormalicacion scheme no sub
traction is made and so the reault (3) to second order, in which ^

T

D

la obtained.
In fourth order, there are two classes o£ contributions to
2
q -derivative in Eq.(2) acta i thooe

depending on «here In the graph the

which contain one or two one loop insertionsand those containing a single
two loop insertion ,

Because the zerooh. and second order graphs are them

selves constant, the first class can lead only co constant pactsultich differ
for

V

and

A

. The two loop insertions in general have a double pote

nnd a simple pole at
pole plus a constant.

n »4

; these are converted in Landau gauge to a simple

Both the constant and the residue of the pole depend

on whether the current is vector or axial vector.

The pole term is

In «normalizing the vertex but the constant remains*

multiplies the zeroth order contribution and so is constant In D
convergent portions will give rise to
then in * D

V

«nd D *

h>\ju^

subtracted

However» this simply
' . The „

but these will be the same

.

For completeness, the vertex «normalisation to this order is

(12)

In the dlaenelonal reiiornalltatlon achat».
H
11 the ««me foe V and A and Che coablneelon
<8)
1* clearly related to the QCD charge renormallzatlon
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f 3^» - i ^ ,

/

"2»

<13>

From this one finds immediately that the coefficient

(^ f
%

(îli^'^

i„-D'

„d D

A

1

of Xf/*. *

UB>

i *

, by Ci„ply u.in*

Che «normalisation group equation and the vector Ward identity.
Notice ch.it in the dimensional renormalization scheme, the vector
and axial vector vertices are not normalized so that Eq,(7) is true and 10
/* j
)M £•
T C
. The pole terra in order 4 has however the
same form in both the dimensional renornalization scheme and in the scheme
defined by ('/) so that (12) can be used to verify (8) to this order.
I would want to thank Eduardj ie Rafael for stimulating my interest in this problem and for several valuable discussions.
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